South Carolina, 4/6,
Ship with the Chiriner of
a Gaitan, at
with the Commission's request.
reparation to a General
of the Station and condition,
Your favor with a declaration
the Broadstreet can receive.

Hangtown, 2-1/2
19, to [Handwritten notation]
Geth, Pericaries, Tonday
H.S. as of 6/14/16

[Handwritten notes]
Trinity & A, 27th April 1846

My Dear Sir,

Mr. Thompson has just returned from your city, and the account he has given me of his visit to you, and your inquiries about me, have just come to the best possible hearing: I should have written to you before this, and the cause of my delay is, to recommend you write your letterback for so long in time, was the want of a few words at a moment when you were too much engaged with matters of State. But before the President and Congress are over, there was a still greater certainty of obtaining the kind of resolution of a new administration and before this was over there was the time of session the negotiations about the Oregon, and before this was over there is another eng. and another one well great Britain's, in which there is no end to the trouble you are called to fight, and therefore I cannot meet you there and when there. Well after hem you bring it? I made one attempt at buying an estate on the banks of the new Esquimaux creek and another on the banks of the salmon, one of which I fulfilled. Their being done I hope to Washington and had a
In one interview with Mr. Colburn, on the subject of the Greek language, and then came to the North, and this enthusiasm, which, when gained, is so little
The place, I thought, but it does not continue half a century or even a lifetime, then was the element of a good and pleasant residence. It was not easy to give one such little occupation or is so situated that it enables us to be in town and the country at once and the same time. But it is true it was more established among one of these main arteries of communication to the front, or, and some thirty hundreds yards from the premises,
in the depth of the next New York that will send with all the wealth of life and to the same we have the fields and the gardens of the neighborhood. I have paid a high price to press the day for the purchase, and the improvement, may in time double the original cost; but the property has future advantage. It lacks the
principal street of the town and has no road and which have given it the city and can indefinite state at the end of the 15th year, I have been both happy and content with the money invested, by setting my house in fire and giving away to the street. In the present, however, we are content to have satisfied with the place that is in the North.